Monitoring the Carbon Footprint of Dry Bulk Shipping in the EU: An Early Assessment of the MRV Regulation
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Abstract: Aiming at reducing CO₂ emissions from shipping at the EU level, a system for monitoring, reporting, and verification (MRV) of CO₂ emissions of ships was introduced in 2015 with the so-called ‘MRV Regulation’. Its stated objective was to produce accurate information on the CO₂ emissions of large ships using EU ports and to incentivize energy efficiency improvements by making this information publicly available. On 1 July 2019, the European Commission published the relevant data for 10,880 ships that called at EU ports within 2018. This milestone marked the completion of the first annual cycle of the regulation’s implementation, enabling an early assessment of its effectiveness. To investigate the value of the published data, information was collected on all voyages performed within 2018 by a fleet of 1041 dry bulk carriers operated by a leading Danish shipping company. The MRV indicators were then recalculated on a global basis. The results indicate that the geographic coverage restrictions of the MRV Regulation introduce a significant bias, thus prohibiting their intended use. Nevertheless, the MRV Regulation has played a role in prompting the IMO to adopt its Data Collection System that monitors ship carbon emissions albeit on a global basis.
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1. Introduction

The Third Greenhouse Gas (GHG) Study of the International Maritime Organization (IMO) estimated that GHG emissions from international shipping in 2012 accounted for some 2.2% of anthropogenic CO₂ emissions and that such emissions could grow between 50% and 250% by 2050 [1]. Although shipping is still widely considered the most energy-efficient transport mode, such projections exert a lot of pressure on the industry to reduce its carbon emissions.

From the side of the IMO, the measures until 2015 on the climate change front included:

(i) Progressively stricter energy efficiency standards for new ships, which stated that the so-called Energy Efficiency Design Index (EEDI) of all newly built vessels from 2013 onwards had to be lower than specific values depending on ship type, size, and year of built; and

(ii) The requirement of all existing ships to adopt a Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan (SEEMP) for monitoring performance improvements [2].

The so-called Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI) was suggested as a tool for SEEMP implementation, but only on a voluntary basis and solely for monitoring the performance of individual
ships. Earlier discussions on the possibility of adopting a market-based measure had been suspended in May 2013 following a highly political clash between developed and developing countries [3].

The slow pace of decision-making at IMO was not appreciated by the EU, which was determined to see the international maritime shipping contributing to the headline target of the Europe 2020 Strategy to reduce by 2020 GHG emissions by at least 20% compared to 1990 levels, or by 30% in the case of comparable commitments by other developed countries and according-to-capabilities contributions by the developing ones [4]. In relation to the transport sector, the 2011 White Paper set the target of at least 60% reduction of GHG by 2050 with respect to 1990 levels [5]. Meanwhile, in 2009, the Commission had agreed with the European Parliament and the Council that in the absence of an international agreement by the end of 2011, the Commission would propose the inclusion of international maritime emissions into the Community reduction commitment [6].

Given that the 2011 IMO initiatives of EEDI and SEEMP were considered inadequate (the former concerned only newly built ships, while the latter suggested EEOI only on a voluntary basis), in 2013, the Commission proposed a document which was adopted as the EU Monitoring, Reporting, and Verification (MRV) Regulation two years later [7]. It obliges companies to monitor, report, and verify the fuel consumption, \( \text{CO}_2 \) emissions, and energy efficiency of their ships on voyages to, from, and within EU ports, and calculate annually indicators, including EEOI, which are then published by the Commission in an effort to incentivize emission reductions by providing energy efficiency information to the relevant markets.

In 2016, one year after the introduction of the EU MRV Regulation, the IMO adopted its own Data Collection System (DCS) [8] as the first step in a three-step approach that consists of data collection, data analysis, and decision-making on what further measures, if any, are required (68th Session of the Marine Environment Protection Committee (MEPC) in May 2015). It is worth noting that the decision to develop a data collection system for ships was principally agreed on in 2014 (MEPC 67), one year after the MRV proposal by the European Commission. The IMO scheme uses a different indicator for monitoring emissions and its values are not published. Table 1 shows the basic differences between the two schemes in terms of content, while the one-year time hysteresis between them is depicted graphically in Figure 1.

Table 1. Main differences between the EU Monitoring, Reporting, and Verification (MRV) and International Maritime Organization (IMO) Data Collection System (DCS).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>EU MRV Regulation</th>
<th>IMO DCS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entry into force</td>
<td>1 July 2015</td>
<td>1 March 2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td>Ships above 5000 GT</td>
<td>Ships above 5000 GT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voyages to/from EEA ports of call</td>
<td>International voyages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First monitoring period</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedures</td>
<td>Monitoring Plan (37 sections)</td>
<td>Data Collection Plan (SEEMP Part II)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(9 sections)</td>
<td>(9 sections)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance (procedures)</td>
<td>Assessment Report (no need to be on-board)</td>
<td>Confirmation of Compliance (must be on-board)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reporting</td>
<td>Fuel consumption (port/sea)</td>
<td>Total fuel consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carbon emissions</td>
<td>Distance travelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transport work (actual cargo carried)</td>
<td>Hours underway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Distance sailed</td>
<td>Design deadweight used as proxy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time at sea excluding anchorage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verification</td>
<td>Independent accredited verifiers</td>
<td>Flag administrations or Authorized Organizations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compliance (reporting)</td>
<td>Document of Compliance (June 2019)</td>
<td>Statement of Compliance (May 2020)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>Distinctive public database</td>
<td>Anonymous public database</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: VERIFAVIA Shipping [9].
More recently (MEPC 72 in April 2018), the IMO adopted its Initial Strategy on Reduction of GHG Emissions from Ships [10], which proclaimed its vision (i.e., phase out GHG emissions from international shipping as soon as possible in this century) and stated three targets:

(i) Strengthen the EEDI requirements for new vessels;
(ii) Reduce CO$_2$ emissions per transport work by at least 40% by 2030, pursuing efforts toward 70% by 2050, compared to 2008; and
(iii) Reduce the total annual GHG emissions by at least 50% by 2050, compared to 2008.

Note that no indicator is stipulated in relation to the second target, as a number of proxies for ‘transport work’ are still being considered, a fact that enhances the timeliness of this paper.

The year 2018 was the first reporting period of the MRV Regulation, meaning that throughout the year, companies had to monitor CO$_2$ emissions related to ship voyages involving at least one EU port and submit the corresponding annual Emission Report to the flag state and the European Commission (EC) by 30 April 2019. On 1 July 2019, EC made this information publicly available through the THETIS-MRV site of the European Maritime Safety Agency (EMSA) [11]. This allows an early assessment of the Regulation. More specifically, the paper intends to investigate the value of the published information for the market players and, through this, assess how effective the MRV Regulation has been in meeting its stated objectives. In order to detect what lies behind the annual figure provided by the EC, voyage-level information was collected for 1041 dry bulk carriers that performed at least one voyage during 2018 on behalf of a leading Danish ship owner/operator. After briefly discussing the variables that affect the indicator values, their robustness is checked through a case study of a single ship and the behavior of a family of sister ships. Furthermore, the indicator values for EU-related voyages are compared with the non-EU ones to investigate the effect of the geographical restrictions of the Regulation.

Although there are some references in the bibliography on indicators used for monitoring GHG emissions from ships, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, none are performed at voyage level. In this regard, the present work is the first of its kind and, thus, of particular scientific relevance. In a broader context, the discussion on the strengths and limitations of existing operational metrics contributes to the ongoing evidence-based policy dialogue on greening international shipping at both national and international levels and sets the ground for further research on the subject.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main indicators proposed for monitoring the GHG emissions of the shipping industry and summarizes the main findings of previous works on
this subject. The objectives and basic provisions of the EU MRV Regulation are briefly presented in Section 3, while the following section is devoted to the analysis performed and the results achieved. Section 5 concludes our findings.

2. Monitoring of GHG Emissions from Ships

2.1. Main Indicators Proposed

A number of indicators have been proposed for monitoring shipping emissions, mainly in the framework of IMO’s work on the subject. The four most important indicators among them are defined below. EEOI, proposed by IMO in relation to SEEMP, is defined as the ratio of the mass of CO\textsubscript{2} emitted per unit of transport work and, in its basic form, is calculated by:

\[
\text{EEOI} = \frac{\sum_j FC_j CF_j}{m_{\text{cargo}} D}
\] (1)

where \( FC_j \) is the mass of fuel type \( j \) consumed, \( CF_j \) the factor used for converting the mass of fuel consumed to mass of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions, \( m_{\text{cargo}} \) the mass of cargo carried, and \( D \) the distance sailed. Note that default values for \( CF_j \) are provided by the relevant IMO guidelines \[12\], while the transport work of the denominator can be expressed in other units such as number of passengers, TEUs, lane meters, etc. The average EEOI for a period or for a number of voyages is obtained by dividing the total mass of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions generated by the total transport work produced. The EEOI is one of the mandatory indicators stipulated by the MRV Regulation.

The commercially sensitive nature of \( m_{\text{cargo}} \) appearing in the EEOI definition generated strong opposition from the industry, creating the need for alternative formulas for ‘transport work’ \[13\]. The most prominent among them is the Annual Efficiency Ratio (AER), originally named ‘Annual EEOI’ \[14\], where the controversial \( m_{\text{cargo}} \) is replaced by the deadweight (DWT) of the ship:

\[
\text{AER} = \frac{\sum_j FC_j CF_j}{\text{DWT} D}
\] (2)

Although AER is expressed in the same units as EEOI (g CO\textsubscript{2}/ton-mile), it greatly underestimates emissions per ton-mile as it ignores the capacity utilization of the vessel. Nevertheless, AER is the indicator prescribed by the DCS scheme of IMO.

The Individual Ship Performance Indicator (ISPI) is even simpler, using the distance travelled as a proxy for transport work:

\[
\text{ISPI} = \frac{\sum_j FC_j CF_j}{D}
\] (3)

The ISPI was proposed by Germany and Japan as part of a ship-specific improvement scheme, where the percentagewise improvement target is determined by the type of the ship and adjusted with a view to reward existing ships that already deploy efficient designs \[14\]. ISPI is the second mandatory emission-related indicator stipulated by the MRV Regulation.

Along the same line of thinking, the Energy Efficiency per Service Hour (EESH) uses hours in service (SH) as a proxy for transport work. SH is defined as the hours the ship is underway, in cruise or maneuvering modes, whether it is carrying cargo or is in ballast \[15\]. Although the original indicator proposed by the United States features the fuel energy consumed (expressed in joules) in the nominator of the fraction, here it is replaced by the equivalent emissions produced for compatibility purposes. Note that in the relevant IMO discussions, the concepts of ‘energy efficiency’ and ‘CO\textsubscript{2} intensity’ are silently interchangeable due to the use of default conversion factors, which becomes a problem only when non-fossil fuels are used. Thus, in the context of this paper, EESH is defined as:

\[
\text{EESH} = \frac{\sum_j FC_j CF_j}{\text{SH}}
\] (4)
A number of voluntary schemes active in monitoring the energy efficiency of ships exist today. Examples include the Clean Cargo Working Group of the containership operators [16], the Clean Shipping Index of major cargo owners [17], the Environmental Ship Index of the International Association of Ports & Harbors [18], and the Existing Vessel Design Index of RightShip, an organization specializing in maritime risk management and environmental assessment [19]. Although each of these initiatives uses its own indicator, the analysis of this paper is restricted to the four presented above, as they are mandated by the compulsory schemes of the EU, the IMO, and the Maritime Safety Administration of the People’s Republic of China [20].

2.2. Literature Search

The literature on energy efficiency improvement measures in shipping is extensive. Refer to [21] for a recent review of around 150 studies on CO$_2$ emissions reduction measures, while the complexity, fragmentation, and the political obstacles that hinder prospects for greener shipping are found in [22]. However, the bibliography on energy efficiency indicators is much thinner and is mostly concerned with the design-related EEDI. Among the recent EEDI literature, two documents are cited here for their connection to monitoring operational efficiency. In its side reference to operational metrics, [23] emphasizes the role of bad weather and ballast legs on EEOI and other indicators of this type, concluding that they are unreliable and unsuitable for benchmarking. Furthermore, the analysis of [24] on the implications of bad weather on ship design as a result of the existing EEDI approach is indicative of the importance that this factor might have on the more sensitive operational indicators.

Among the few studies that have focused on operational energy efficiency, [25] analyzed yearly data of 221 ships (652 observations in total) to investigate possible correlations among AER, ISPI, EESH, and FUEL (the annual fuel consumption in ton), and assessed the possibility of setting an operational efficiency standard through regression curves. The authors concluded that although the four indicators are related, these relations are not always statistically significant, with the result depending on the ship type. They also produced size-dependent regression curves and found that the variation of observations around the curve is smallest for AER, and largest for FUEL.

A more recent assessment is found in [26]. In searching for the most appropriate indicator for real-time monitoring of the energy efficiency of ships, this article assessed the four indicators of Section 2.1 plus FORS (Fuel Oil Reduction Strategy—a metric that compares the fuel consumption of a ship against set standards). The authors used a set of five criteria for their assessment: Ease of adoption; feasibility of real-time monitoring; sensitivity to factors not considered in the index formulation; comparability across different modes of transport; and completeness as energy efficiency indicator. They selected EEOI as the most appropriate indicator and proposed the so-called ‘Real-Time EEOI’ for the remote verification of fuel consumption and CO$_2$ emissions, relying on the Automated Identification System (AIS) and a constructed vessel database. Another EEOI-related indicator is the Energy Efficiency of Operation (EEO) indicator proposed by [27] for voyage optimization purposes. EEO is defined as the ratio of main engine fuel consumption per unit of transport work, expressed as in the EEOI.

A different approach was followed by [28], which proposed the so-called Propulsion Diagnosis number (PDno) as a dimensionless performance indicator that compares the chemical energy of the consumed fuel with the produced propulsion effect. Based on basic navigational and propulsion parameters, however, PDno is more appropriate for a diagnosis of the operation of the main engine and the condition of the hull/propeller. On the contrary, [29] adopted a much wider perspective. The paper constructed an Index of Energy Efficiency and Environmental Eligibility (I4E) for addressing the limitations of EEDI in relation to integrated and/or hybrid power systems. I4E applies a Life Cycle approach and considers the composite environmental impact of a ship in terms of CO$_2$, SOx, and NOx. Resembling the EEDI structure, the CO$_2$-related index is defined as the CO$_2$ emissions divided by the attainable speed and the capacity of the ship (expressed in gross tonnage) that suits better the Ro-Ro ships on which the method has been tested.
The references on the MRV Regulation are scarce. Commissioned by environmentalist interests in 2014, [30] examined the (then) proposed MRV Regulation and, among others, assessed the potential environmental benefit in terms of CO$_2$ reduction. The authors found that “MRV is in itself unlikely to result in emission reductions or efficiency improvements … since it will neither reduce the split incentive between ship owners and charterers, nor provide ship owners with sufficient additional insight into their fuel consumption pattern to take any further action.”

Albeit following a different path, [31] reached the same conclusion. Based on 55 interviews with maritime professionals in Denmark, this paper identified four problem areas within energy consumption monitoring: Data collection challenges, incentives for data misreporting, data analysis problems, and feedback problems. It further found that the slow adoption of energy efficiency measures in the industry could be explained by common business practices such as short-term vessel charters and the involvement of many parties with sometimes counteracting incentives. The authors concluded that: “Unfortunately, in the EU MRV framework, choices of energy consumption monitoring practices are left for the industry to decide and the four major problem areas listed above are not taken into account. It is thus doubtful that the MRV will lead to greater transparency.”

3. The EU MRV Regulation

The immediate objective of the MRV Regulation is to produce accurate information on the CO$_2$ emissions of large ships using EU ports and incentivize energy efficiency improvements by making this information publicly available. Table 2 provides a full account of its objectives as stated in the corresponding impact assessment document [32].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Objectives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| General   | • Take action on international maritime emissions, as part of the ultimate goal of limiting global average temperature increase to less than 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels  
            • Contribute to the EU objective of reducing GHG emissions by 80–95% by 2050 compared to 1990 |
| Specific  | • Reduce impact of EU shipping emissions on the climate by achieving reduction in CO$_2$ emissions from maritime transport by 40% (if feasible 50%) by 2050 compared to 2005 levels  
            • Promote technological improvement of ships, with respect of the flag neutrality principle, and improve the competitiveness of maritime supply chains of the EU, by supporting continued innovation of the European shipbuilders, equipment manufacturers, and service providers of the shipping sector  
            • Stimulate actions by others, including by States in the IMO |
| Operational | • Monitor, report, and verify CO$_2$ emissions of the maritime sector related to the EU, thereby contributing to more informed decision-making and climate consciousness by sector operators  
                • Set a carbon constraint on ships for their CO$_2$ emissions to achieve emission reductions from maritime transport of 40% (if feasible, 50%) by 2050 compared to 2005 levels  
                • Ensure adequate access to finance for the implementation of low carbon technologies |

These are to be achieved through the following basic provisions. Subsequent to the preparation of an emission monitoring plan by the ship-owning company and its approval by an accredited verifier, information on fuel consumption, distance travelled, time-at-sea, and cargo carried is collected by the company for each ship and each voyage falling under the Regulation. Four options for the collection of fuel consumption data are provided: (a) Bunker Fuel Delivery Notes (BDNs) and periodic stocktakes of fuel tanks; (b) bunker fuel tank monitoring on board; (c) flow meters and applicable combustion processes; and (d) direct emissions measurements.

Based on these parameters, four energy efficiency/emissions indicators are calculated and reported on an annual basis:
(i) Fuel consumption per distance (total annual fuel consumption/total distance travelled);
(ii) Fuel consumption per transport work (total annual fuel consumption/total transport work);
(iii) CO₂ emissions per distance (total annual CO₂ emissions/total distance travelled) [ISPI];
(iv) CO₂ emissions per transport work (total annual CO₂ emissions/total transport work) [EEOI].

The annual reports are submitted to the Commission and the flag state after their approval by
the verifiers, who issue conformity documents that need to be kept onboard the ships covered by
the system. Conformity is to be checked by the flag state and through the port state control system.
Sanctions are foreseen for the failure to comply, including in certain cases the expulsion of a ship, i.e.,
banning its entry to EU ports until the compliance problem has been resolved. The energy efficiency
performance of the ships falling within the scope of the Regulation is made publicly available by the
Commission every year.

Based on the results of the impact assessment, the Commission links the MRV Regulation to
a possible GHG emission reduction of up to 2% compared to business-as-usual [32]. As is usually
the case, the critique on the Regulation comes from both directions. The environmental groups consider it
exceptionally mild, as: (a) It restricts itself to merely monitoring activities that do not require emission
cuts; (b) it does not include other pollutants such as SOx and NOx; (c) two of the four monitoring
options for fuel consumption (BDNs and tank soundings) are inaccurate and unreliable, thus, not fit
for purpose; and (d) disclosure should include more disaggregated data (on a route basis) [33]. They
further advocate the introduction of a ship labelling system according to environmental performance
and speed limits depending on ships’ CO₂ emissions [34].

On the other hand, the shipping industry raises serious concerns about the EU MRV Regulation on
the grounds that: (a) IMO is the natural regulator of international shipping due to the global character
of this industry; (b) operational efficiency indexing is significantly affected by external factors such as
currents, ocean conditions, weather, and chartering arrangements; and (c) the usefulness of reporting
information relating to ‘cargo carried’ and ‘transport work’ is questionable, notwithstanding that it
may be commercially sensitive [35].

Following the adoption of the DCS by IMO, the Commission proposed an amendment in 2019 to
the MRV Regulation as was originally foreseen. In order to reduce the administrative burden of two
conflicting schemes, the proposal calls for alignment with the global IMO DCS in relation to definitions,
monitoring parameters, monitoring plans, and templates [36]. This results in the obligation to report
AER and ISPI, while EEOI becomes voluntary. Nevertheless, the provision on publication of individual
ships’ data of CO₂ emissions and energy efficiency is maintained ‘... to help remove market barriers
hampering the uptake of more energy efficient technologies and behaviors in the sector’.

4. Analysis and Results

4.1. The Sample

The necessary data for the analysis was kindly provided by a leading Danish shipowner/operator
that specializes in dry and liquid bulk cargoes, which, for confidentiality purposes, will be simply
referred to as the ‘Company.’ The database consists of 3540 legs concluded in 2018 by dry bulk carriers
on behalf of the Company. Note that the term ‘leg’ is used here to denote the period between the
departure from a port and the departure from the subsequent port. Although this period is defined as
‘voyage’ in the context of the MRV Regulation, the term ‘voyage’ is used here to denote a set of ‘legs,’
usually contained in a single charter party. These 3540 legs correspond to 1675 voyages undertaken by
1041 dry bulk carriers either owned or operated by the Company. The composition of the sample fleet
appears in Table 3. According to the latest UNCTAD data [37], the sample ships comprise around 8%
of the world dry bulk fleet in terms of DWT.

It is worth noting that only about 2% of these ships are owned by the Company, with the remaining
being chartered in. This is indicative of the extent of the limitations in energy efficiency improvements
that the publicizing of the MRV indicators might have, since the owners are obliged to report metrics that reflect operating decisions taken by the charterers.

### Table 3. Composition of the sample fleet in terms of size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size Group</th>
<th>DWT Range</th>
<th>No of Ships</th>
<th>Deadweight (DWT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Min.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handysize</td>
<td>10,000 ≤ DWT &lt; 40,000</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>18,920</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handymax</td>
<td>40,000 ≤ DWT &lt; 65,000</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>43,176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Panamax</td>
<td>65,000 ≤ DWT &lt; 100,000</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>66,613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capesize</td>
<td>DWT ≥ 100,000</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>110,925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample</td>
<td></td>
<td>1041</td>
<td>18,920</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For each leg, the information obtained includes the ship identification (name, IMO number, size group, DWT, and ownership), ports of origin and destination, distance sailed, cargo carried, days at sea and in port, and the fuel consumption at sea and in port (separately for each fuel quality used).

#### 4.2. Indicator Values by Ship Size

The annual values of the four indicators at ship level are plotted in Figure 2 against the DWT of the ship after excluding the few observations lying outside the ±2σ range of the original regressions. All indicators behave as expected. The decreasing function of EEOI and AER with respect to size is due to the economies of scale characterizing larger ships, which, when compared to smaller ones, exhibit an increase in fuel consumption that is lower than the corresponding increase in cargo carrying capacity. The increasing trend of EESH and ISPI is due to the higher fuel consumption of larger vessels when expressed on a per hour or mile basis respectively.

![Figure 2. The annual values of the Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator (EEOI), Annual Efficiency Ratio (AER), Energy Efficiency per Service Hour (EESH), and Individual Ship Performance Indicator (ISPI) indicators by size (2018).](image-url)
The AER values, expressed in the same units as the EEOI, are much lower than EEOI, as the actual transport work of the latter has been replaced by its upper bound. The omission of the ship’s capacity utilization produces a significantly underestimated figure of her energy efficiency, while strengthening the robustness of the indicator. Nevertheless, the variation of values remains high. For an 80,000 DWT-ton ship, the AER varies between 1.5 and 8.2 gCO$_2$/tm against a range of 2.6 to 14.1 gCO$_2$/tm for the EEOI. This fact, also captured by the generally low R$^2$ values (as low as 0.1158 in the case of EESH), indicates the inappropriateness of these size-dependent regression curves for any kind of benchmarking or standard setting along the lines of EEDI.

4.3. Other Variables Affecting Indicator Values

The correlation between the indicators examined and a number of variables that often appear in the bibliography as affecting emissions appears in Table 4. The role of the DWT has already been explained in the preceding section. All indicators are negatively correlated with the distance sailed. This is not a surprise for the EEOI, AER, and ISPI that feature distance in their denominator. The behavior of EESH is similar because the time-at-sea of its denominator is proportional to the distance sailed. Due to this almost perfect correlation between time-at-sea and distance, all indicators exhibit a statistically significant negative correlation with time-at-sea as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DWT</th>
<th>Distance Sailed</th>
<th>Time at Sea</th>
<th>Cargo Carried</th>
<th>Transport Work</th>
<th>Load Factor</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance sailed</td>
<td>0.113 ***</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time at sea</td>
<td>0.123 ***</td>
<td>0.996 ***</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo carried</td>
<td>0.490 ***</td>
<td>0.056 *</td>
<td>0.065 **</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transport work</td>
<td>0.256 ***</td>
<td>0.940 ***</td>
<td>0.941 ***</td>
<td>0.278 ***</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load factor</td>
<td>−0.321 ***</td>
<td>−0.035</td>
<td>−0.034</td>
<td>0.639 ***</td>
<td>0.074 **</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>−0.187 ***</td>
<td>−0.032</td>
<td>−0.072 **</td>
<td>40.020</td>
<td>−0.048</td>
<td>0.149 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEOI</td>
<td>−0.429 ***</td>
<td>−0.209 ***</td>
<td>−0.213 ***</td>
<td>40.710</td>
<td>−0.373 ***</td>
<td>−0.349 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AER</td>
<td>−0.754 ***</td>
<td>−0.280 ***</td>
<td>−0.284 ***</td>
<td>40.305</td>
<td>−0.355 ***</td>
<td>0.351 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EESH</td>
<td>0.300 ***</td>
<td>−0.298 ***</td>
<td>−0.309 ***</td>
<td>0.270 ***</td>
<td>−0.199 ***</td>
<td>0.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPI</td>
<td>0.325 ***</td>
<td>−0.291 ***</td>
<td>−0.282 ***</td>
<td>0.309 ***</td>
<td>−0.187 ***</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* 0.1 > p-value > 0.05; ** 0.05 > p-value > 0.01; *** p-value < 0.01.

The negative correlation between EEOI and cargo carried is reasonable and expected, as the latter appears in the denominator of the former. The negative sign is retained when it comes to AER through the positive correlation of cargo carried with the DWT of the ship. As expected, EESH and ISPI are positively correlated to cargo carried, which increases the emissions of the numerator in absolute terms.

All indicators are negatively related to transport work either directly (EEOI) or indirectly through DWT (AER), time-at-sea (EESH), or distance (ISPI). The situation is different, however, in relation to the load factor. The EEOI exhibits a negative correlation with the load factor, as the latter increases the cargo carried of the denominator. On the contrary, the AER is positively correlated to this variable, as the load factor increases the emission on the numerator through higher drafts but leaves the denominator unaltered. The same reasoning applies for EESH and ISPI, but the values here are not statistically significant.

Theoretically, all indicators should be positively correlated to speed. This is because the emissions of the numerator are proportional to fuel consumption, which for ships such as dry bulk carriers and tankers is a square or even higher function of speed [23,38]. The distance that appears in the denominator, either directly (EEOI, AER, ISPI) or indirectly through time-at-sea (EESH) increases only proportionally to the first power of speed, meaning that the indicators are expected to increase with speed. The correlation of the EEOI, AER, and EESH have the expected sign. The slightly negative coefficient of ISPI, however, while still significant at the 95% confidence interval, requires further investigation. A possible explanation relates to the emissions in port, to which ISPI is particularly sensitive.
4.4. The Case Study of a Single Ship

In order to see what hides behind the average indicator values discussed so far, this section presents the results of all voyages performed in 2018 by a single ship, hereby named ‘DryBulk_4’ on behalf of the Company. The ship examined is a Handysize bulker of around 36,800 DWT-tons. Table 5 presents these voyages in more details. The corresponding EEOI values per voyage are shown in Figure 3 plotted against speed and load factor, which, in this context, was calculated as the total transport work (ton-miles) produced during all legs of a voyage divided by the product of DWT with the total distance of the voyage. The annual EEOI value of the ship is also shown for comparison purposes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Voyage Nº</th>
<th>Leg Nº</th>
<th>From Port</th>
<th>To Port</th>
<th>Distance Sailed</th>
<th>Load Factor</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Distance Sailed</th>
<th>Load Factor</th>
<th>Speed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Voyage 1</td>
<td>Leg 1</td>
<td>Port au Prince</td>
<td>Rocky Point</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>4599</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 2</td>
<td>Rocky Point</td>
<td>Dunkirk</td>
<td>4256</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>6708</td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 1</td>
<td>Dunkirk</td>
<td>Heroya</td>
<td>591</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 2</td>
<td>Heroya</td>
<td>Sluiskil</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 3</td>
<td>Sluiskil</td>
<td>Maceio</td>
<td>4293</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 4</td>
<td>Maceio</td>
<td>Aratu</td>
<td>292</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 5</td>
<td>Aratu</td>
<td>Vitoria</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 6</td>
<td>Vitoria</td>
<td>Santos</td>
<td>479</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 1</td>
<td>Santos</td>
<td>Bahia Blanca</td>
<td>1306</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3750</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 2</td>
<td>Bahia Blanca</td>
<td>Suape</td>
<td>2444</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 1</td>
<td>Suape</td>
<td>Santos</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6573</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 2</td>
<td>Santos</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>5333</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 1</td>
<td>New Orleans</td>
<td>Puerto Progreso</td>
<td>558</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td></td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>558</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 2</td>
<td>Puerto Progreso</td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>615</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>7217</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 3</td>
<td>Houston</td>
<td>Lake Charles</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td></td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voyages</td>
<td>Leg 4</td>
<td>Lake Charles</td>
<td>Thessaloniki</td>
<td>6431</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td></td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Voyages 1 and 6 display a good utilization of the ship’s capacity and their EEOI values are the two lowest ones. Voyages 2, 3, and 4 have similar average speed, but the varying load factors lead to significant differences in the EEOI values. Voyage 5 has the highest EEOI value. There are two reasons for this. Firstly, the speed of this voyage is much higher than that of all others. Secondly, given that it is a short one-leg voyage, the emissions at berth become a significant share of the total emissions that enter the indicators.

The fact that the EEOI at voyage level ranges from 5.9 to 21.3 gCO₂/tm raises concerns about the meaning of an average figure of 9.7 gCO₂/tm in characterizing this specific ship. In order to put the numbers in context, they are plotted in Figure 4 against a set of EEOI-speed curves reflecting combinations of the ship’s loading condition, the sea state, and the wind direction. They are based
on the consumption-speed curves of the main engine after correcting for the fuel consumption of the auxiliary engines and the average share of the time this particular ship spent in port during 2018. Other assumptions used in this calculation include:

- **Laden condition:** Loaded to about 90% of the scantling draft.
- **Ballast condition:** Sufficient ballast to ensure safe navigation at all weather conditions.
- **Light ballast condition:** Only valid for calm seas.
- **Calm seas:** Waves high of 0.3 m and wind speed of BF3.
- **Moderate seas:** Waves high of 1.2 m and wind speed of BF5.

![Figure 4. The effect of draft and weather conditions on the EEOI of DryBulk_4.](image)

It is worth noting that the EEOI values of ‘ballast’ and ‘light ballast’ curves of Figure 4 have been calculated as if the corresponding ballast water was cargo, so they correspond to partly loaded conditions. Under ballasted conditions, the EEOI cannot be defined (infinitive value) and the feasible EEOI set of Figure 4 is the entire space above the lowest curve (laden/calm seas/tailwind). In fact, feasibility extends beyond that shown in Figure 4, as speed can exceed the range of 6–16 knots, which is why Voyage 5 is not shown. Therefore, given that the average speed is not known, the only information that an average EEOI value can convey is that of the dotted line in Figure 4. Some questions then remain. Can this dotted line say anything about the energy efficiency of this ship, when the least information required is the entire laden/calm seas/tailwind curve? How good of an approximation of this curve is the dotted line? How rational is the decision of chartering a ship based on a dotted line a little lower than that of Figure 4? It appears that the information needed for benchmarking the energy efficiency of ships cannot be condensed in a single indicator, such as EEOI, no matter how good this indicator might be for measuring the performance of a particular ship.

The same assumptions mentioned above were used to construct the feasible set of ISPI, which is the second indicator stipulated by the MRV Regulation. Theoretically, feasibility is now bound from above by the worst-case scenario (laden/moderate seas/headwind curve of Figure 5) and from below by the best-case scenario (light ballast/calm seas/tailwind). The fact that two voyage-level values lie outside this range in Figure 5 relates to the role that time at berth plays for this indicator. Since ISPI is defined as total emissions per nautical mile sailed, the time in port adds to the emissions without affecting the denominator of this fraction, leading to higher indicator values. In Figure 5, time in port is taken equal to the average share of the time this ship was berthed during 2018. Once again, the dotted ISPI line does not say much about the feasibility set, which, admittedly, is better defined here in comparison to the EEOI one.
4.5. Comparisons among Sister Ships

The argument remains that according to the law of large numbers, the average of the results obtained from a large number of voyages should be close to the expected value of the indicator. To test the validity of this argument, we examined the behavior of the family of sister ships that include the ship of the previous section. As shown in Table 6, there are four sister ships of about 36,800 DWT tons that executed at least one voyage on behalf of the Company during 2018. Table 6 also presents the mean value of all four indicators and the difference from the mean that each ship exhibits. The same differences are graphically depicted in Figure 6. The EEOI values within the same family range from−14% to 8%, which are nothing but negligible. The variation of the other indicators is of the same order of magnitude.

Table 6. Variation of indicator values among sister vessels.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>N* of Voyages</th>
<th>EEOI</th>
<th>AER</th>
<th>EESH</th>
<th>ISPI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DryBulk_1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.66</td>
<td>−14.0%</td>
<td>−11.3%</td>
<td>−12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DryBulk_2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.87</td>
<td>−0.5%</td>
<td>16.5%</td>
<td>15.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DryBulk_3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9.47</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>−0.8%</td>
<td>−2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DryBulk_4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>9.65</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>−4.4%</td>
<td>−5.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (M)</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.91</td>
<td>6.42</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>235.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weighted average (WA)</td>
<td>9.29</td>
<td>6.50</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>238.57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5. The effect of draft and weather conditions on the ISPI of DryBulk_4.

Figure 6. Highest differences from the mean/weighted average of indicator values for sister ships.
Neither the ship with the highest number of voyages (DryBulk_3) is in the case of EEOI the closest one to the mean. However, in the case of weighted average figures (using the number of voyages as weights), the DryBulk_3's numbers are consistently closer to these averages than those of any other ship. Unfortunately, this observation is of limited practical value, as the MRV data cannot support such calculations.

4.6. The Geographical Coverage Effect

This section investigates the influence of the geographic coverage imposed by the MRV Regulation, which concerns only voyages to, within, and from EU ports. Thus, the analysis relates only to the EEOI and ISPI indicators stipulated by the MRV Regulation. Figures 7 and 8 present, respectively, the annual EEOI and ISPI values at ship level for both non-EU (in red) and EU (in blue) coverages. The graph shows significant differences that raise concern about the accuracy of the reported MRV data. More specifically, the EEOI values at EU level are much lower than those estimated when all voyages performed within the year are considered irrespective of geographical coverage (regression curve in green).

![Figure 7. The geographical coverage effect on the EEOI of the sample fleet (2018).](image1)

![Figure 8. The geographical coverage effect on the ISPI of the sample fleet (2018).](image2)
To support further this finding, it was decided to approach it through a more rigorous statistical analysis. To account for the correlation between observations that come from the same ship, multivariate analysis was selected as method using a linear mixed-effects model with a random intercept. The logarithm of the dependent variable (either EEOI or ISPI) was estimated by a number of independent variables. Age was added in the analysis as an independent variable, a fact that reduced the sample into 1000 ships due to missing data. In terms of size, the two Capesize ships of the sample were too few to be considered as a separate group in this analysis and were merged with the Panamax group. Furthermore, load factor was included as an independent variable only in the case of ISPI, as it conflicts with the EEOI definition. The results, presented in Table 7, are expressed as the percent difference in the indicators induced by a certain change in the independent variables.

Table 7. Results of the multivariate analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th>Change of Independent Variable</th>
<th>Indicator Change (%)</th>
<th>95% Conf. Interval</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
<th>Indicator Change (%)</th>
<th>95% Conf. Interval</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EEOI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Add 5 years</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>8.6 - 14.8</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>8.5 - 28.9</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Handymax vs. Handysize</td>
<td>−17.0</td>
<td>−21.9 - −11.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>−5.1</td>
<td>−17.5 - 9.1</td>
<td>0.4598</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pan/Cape vs. Handysize</td>
<td>−31.9</td>
<td>−36.2 - −27.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>−26.3</td>
<td>−37.3 - −13.5</td>
<td>0.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Increase by 1 std. dev.</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.5 - 6.8</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.7 - 15.6</td>
<td>0.0316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo. Cov.</td>
<td>Non-EU vs. EU</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>9.9 - 21.9</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>36.4</td>
<td>23.3 - 55.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISPI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Add 5 years</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>5.1 - 9.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>5.7 - 17.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size</td>
<td>Handymax vs. Handysize</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>9.8 - 20.3</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>16.8</td>
<td>7.0 - 27.6</td>
<td>0.0006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pan/Cape vs. Handysize</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>6.0 - 17.2</td>
<td>&lt;0.0001</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>3.6 - 26.2</td>
<td>0.0082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Increase by 1 std. dev.</td>
<td>−3.3</td>
<td>−5.0 - −1.7</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>−3.4</td>
<td>−6.7 - 0.1</td>
<td>0.0534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load Factor</td>
<td>Add 20%</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>−3.2 - 9.3</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>−3.1 - 11.1</td>
<td>0.2813</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geo. Cov.</td>
<td>Non-EU vs. EU</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>3.3 - 23.4</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>1.5 - 24.3</td>
<td>0.0257</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All variables are statistically significant for the EEOI. Five more years of age increase the EEOI value by 11.7%, indicating the effect of EEDI among others. In terms of size, a Handymax ship exhibits a lower EEOI by 17.0% in comparison to its Handysize counterpart, while the difference increases to 31.9% when a Panamax/Capesize is concerned. An increase in speed by a standard deviation, which in this case is 2.0 knots, results in higher EEOI by 4.1%. The lower EEOI values of Figure 7 for the EU-related voyages are confirmed, as the switch from the EU to the non-EU region results in an increase of 15.7%. This difference becomes 12.9% for the ISPI values, which increase with the age and size as expected. The lower increase of the Panamax/Capesize group than the Handymax one in relation to Handysize (11.5% and 14.9%, respectively) is a surprise worth checking, as is the negative sign of the speed effect, also shown in Table 4. The load factor has a positive sign but remains insignificant.

In order to avoid the possibility that the geographical coverage effect is influenced by the composition of the fleets serving the two regions, the analysis was repeated for the 180 ships of the sample that were active in both regions (102 of the initial sample sailed during 2018 only in EU waters, while the remaining 718 ships did not call on behalf of the Company at an EU port during the year). It seems that the coverage effect on EEOI becomes more profound now (38.4% difference), while it remains at similar levels when the ISPI is concerned (12.4% difference).

The effect of the geographical restrictions of the MRV Regulation is thus confirmed. A possible explanation relates to a combination of draft and speed conditions for the respective voyages. As Europe is a major consumer of bulk commodities, the ships of this type tend to exhibit better capacity utilization around this part of the world. The average cargo carried in EU territory is significantly higher than the average figure outside the EU when considering only ships that serve both regions (42,746 vs. 23,822 tons), while the respective average speeds are 11.8 and 12.2 knots.
5. Conclusions

In the aftermath of the publication by the European Commission of the annual indicator values prescribed by the MRV Regulation for ships that called at EU ports during 2018, the paper analyzed lower level data to shed light into these numbers and assess the effectiveness of the Regulation in this respect. Among the three operational objectives of the MRV Regulation (refer to Table 2), the paper focused on the first, i.e., the monitoring, reporting, and verification of the CO₂ emissions and their expected contribution to a ‘more informed decision making and climate consciousness by sector operators.’ The second objective on setting a carbon constraint on ships cannot be assessed presently as no such measure has been taken. As for the third objective concerning access to finance for deploying low carbon technologies, a lot of activity has been reported recently [39,40] but the contribution of the MRV Regulation is not clear.

The main conclusion of the analysis is that the published indicator values are not sufficient to address the knowledge gap on the energy efficiency of ships because:

- The range of the annual values reported is too wide to convey any meaningful message regarding energy efficiency. The EEOI values of an 80,000 DWT-ton bulker in the sample vary between 2.6 and 14.1 gCO₂/tm (=1:5.4). The variation of ISPI values is lower (=1:2.7), but still too high for benchmarking purposes.
- The width of variation of the annual values of four sister Handymaxes amounts to 22.3% and 28.5% of the mean EEOI and ISPI values, respectively.
- At voyage level, the range of fluctuation remains prohibitive. The EEOI values of a specific 36,800 DWT-ton ship vary between 5.9 and 21.3 gCO₂/tm (=1:3.6) against an annual figure of 9.7 gCO₂/tm.
- A grid of fuel consumption-speed curves for various drafts, sea states, and wind force/directions are needed to describe the energy requirements of a ship. No single indicator value can substitute for this information.
- The unavoidable (for jurisdictional reasons) geographical restrictions of the MRV Regulation introduces a significant bias that further reduces the practical value of the published metrics (the non-EU emissions of the same ships are estimated to be 38.4% higher than the EU equivalent when expressed per transport work).

Therefore, it can be concluded that the monitoring, reporting, and verification of CO₂ emissions as prescribed by the MRV Regulation cannot contribute to better decision-making by the market actors. In this respect, the recent proposal of the Commission to align the MRV Regulation to the DCS monitoring parameters is headed in the right direction, although the insistence on transparency should be re-examined in view of the last bullet point mentioned above. It is certain, however, that the MRV Regulation has raised the climate consciousness of the sector and played a decisive role among others in the adoption of the global data collection system of the IMO, which happens to be one of the Regulation’s specific objectives.

Other than this, the paper finds that:

- The AER stipulated by DCS is also inadequate for benchmarking purposes, as it is influenced by all the external variables that trouble EEOI with the exception of the load factor that is missing from its definition. Furthermore, the inclusion of DWT results in a significant underestimation of emissions when expressed on a per transport work basis. On the other hand, compared to MRV, the DCS scheme is advantageous due to its global coverage and its restraint from publishing numbers of disputed accuracy and questionable use.
- Both MRV and DCS suffer from the fact that the owners are obliged to report (and presumably face the relevant consequences) on the performance of ships that are mostly operated by other parties. There is a need to modify the charter party documents to split benefits and responsibilities in a more rational manner.
• Both EEOI and ISPI exhibit an upward sloping curve with the age of the vessels, indicating the positive effect of the EEDI among others.

The logical extension to the above findings would then be to consider questions such as: (i) Can the formulations of EEOI or ISPI be improved to serve better the MRV objectives? and (ii) how can the energy efficiency of ships be benchmarked after all?

A solid answer to these questions lies beyond the scope of this paper and needs to be addressed by further research. Some thoughts, however, can serve as the point of departure. It is certain that no single indicator can convey the information needed to assess the energy efficiency of a ship for chartering purposes. As a tool for monitoring the operational efficiency of individual ships, however, a normalized EEOI, free of the influences of speed, draft, and weather conditions appears advantageous and is worth investigating. At sectoral level, it should be remembered that the primary metric is the absolute quantity of CO\textsubscript{2} emissions itself, as it addresses the ultimate cause of decarbonization. For macro-economic modeling purposes, the CO\textsubscript{2} intensity of waterborne trade (in g CO\textsubscript{2}/ton-km) is needed although lower-level contemplations (e.g., by type of shipping or geographical area) should be treated with much care.

In relation to benchmarking, the complexity of the problem favors approaches that are more comprehensive. An example could be the establishment of standard CO\textsubscript{2}-test cycles per type of ship, and the assessment of a ship’s performance over such a cycle by combining the results of sea trials with hydrodynamic test results, detailed engine fuel flow maps, and a good deal of modeling similar to the VECTRO model that has being developed for the heavy-duty road vehicles \[41\]. The results would then be immune from the efficiency in asset utilization, which, albeit important in estimating emissions on a per ton-mile basis, is mostly irrelevant to the environmental performance of the ship per se.

Furthermore, the need to investigate the role of speed in the behavior of the indicators has been identified as a subject for further research, as well as the effect of the time that ships spend in port. The implications on other ship types need also to be researched, particularly the case of Ro-Ro ships, which pose additional challenges due to the emission allocation problem between passengers and cargo.
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**Abbreviations**

| AER | Annual Efficiency Ratio |
| AIS | Automated Identification System |
| BDN | Bunker fuel Delivery Note |
| CO\textsubscript{2} | carbon dioxide |
| DCS | Data Collection System |
| DWT | deadweight (of a ship) |
| EC | European Commission |
| EEDI | Energy Efficiency Design Index |
| EEO | Energy Efficiency of Operation |
EEOI Energy Efficiency Operational Indicator
EESH Energy Efficiency per Service Hour
EMSA European Maritime Safety Agency
EU European Union
FORS Fuel Oil Reduction Strategy
FUEL the annual fuel consumption of a ship (as an indicator)
GHG greenhouse gas
I4E Index of Energy Efficiency and Environmental Eligibility
IMO International Maritime Organization
ISPI Individual Ship Performance Indicator
MEPC Marine Environment Protection Committee (of the IMO)
MRV Monitoring, Reporting and Verification (of CO₂ emissions)
NOx nitrogen oxides
PDno Propulsion Diagnosis number
SEEMP Ship Energy Efficiency Management Plan
SOx sulfur oxides
UNCTAD United Nations Conference on Trade and Development
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